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After success of earlier films Mr. India and Indian Mr. Perfect, Prem Chopra is back in the film as a huge superstar in the film industry. Synopsis
Murli Jivan Datta is a school teacher who is very simple and also doesn't have much brain. He is obsessed with his wife, who looks like the goddess
of wealth, and drinks a lot. But all of this is about to change, when he suddenly stumbles upon a weird chain of events that will eventually shake his
life to its core and make him grow as a human being. The film was a huge hit at the box office. Prem Chopra and Soha Ali Khan are coming
together for the fourth time in this romantic comedy. Plot Reviews Sidharth Bharadwaj from Deccan Chronicle gave the film 3.5 out of 5 stars and
wrote, "The film is a simple story that has been neatly paced, which delivers a lot of laughs from start to finish. The moments in the second half
that could have been drab are actually quite amusing. All in all, this is a sweet, decent effort from director Vickrant Mahajan and his team."
Soundtrack Kailash Kher – "Tolana" – 3:31 References External links Category:2012 films Category:2010s Hindi-language films Category:2010s
romantic comedy films Category:Indian films Category:Hindi-language films Category:Indian romantic comedy filmsQ: How to simplify this
ternary in python How can I simplify this line of code cost = cost + product.formats_price * product.formats_amount / product.formats_size To
something like this cost += product.formats_price * product.formats_amount / product.formats_size I would like to maintain the default value of 0
for the if product.formats_size == 0. A: Try this:
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Challo Driver (2012). Watch the Hindi film Challo Driver directed by Vikrant Mahajan and starring Vikrant
Mahajan, Kainaz Motivala and Prem Chopra. Full Movie Challo Driver Full Hindi Movie 2012 Full HD Challo
Driver Hindi Movie HD - Indian Film. Singh, Mohammad Ali, Jai, Hrithik Roshan, Vicky Kaushal. Challo Driver
Hindi Movie, Challo Driver Full Hindi Movie. Challo Driver - Hindi Movie | Vickrant Mahajan, Kainaz Motivala,
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